
 

 

 

Message from Rajiv Malhotra 

New Year’s Greetings: Looking forward to 2024 & Recounting Our Achievements in 2023  

Every year, we like to give you a basic rundown of what happened during the year. But this 

year was very special because there was much more going on than usual. So let me give you 

a quick story of how we, with your help, have brought awareness and a high level of impact. 

First of all, I’d like to talk about the impact Snakes in the Ganga has brought about with 

endorsements from prominent personalities like Peter Boghossian; Harvard professor Francis 

Clooney, who ironically supports us rather than his own Harvard colleagues; Dattrateya 

Hosabale; former Indian foreign secretary Kanwal Sibal and many others. We managed to 

awaken Indian leaders on the dangers of Wokeism and the unchecked penetration of 

American social sciences into the Indian higher education. 

Not only this, but we took on ten of the biggest names in the international academy who 

have made it their mission to misinterpret, misrepresent and also defame the way of life of 

our billion people. Our milestone work, The Ten Heads of Ravana, has had a great impact 

and created brilliant new young scholars who have taken on the biggest names in academia. 

We also travelled throughout the country for the whole year, non-stop. We went to IIT 

Madras, we went to IIT Kanpur, we went to places in Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, etc. We 

spoke to many professors and alumni of the IITs around the world on how their reputation is 

in danger. The IIT institution that has created world leaders, is now being subjected to the 

newest form of atrocity literature in the form of accusing it of caste bias and caste abuse. 

This is an outright attack on meritocracy. 

The road ahead is difficult because our opponents are strong, powerful enemies of dharma, 

who oppose humanity in general and our values in particular. But in the last 30 years, we 

have not let this stop us. The stronger the opposition, the stronger we become…contd Pg 3 

 

https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/
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Our team has been working tirelessly to produce and distribute our content, organize 

meetings and events, analyze our performance and determine the way forward. 

Manogna Sastry heads the research team and is currently writing and editing a number of 

papers for our upcoming projects. 

Divya Reddy is a trustee and research scholar, also in charge of managing our social media 

effort, as well as the management and coordination of the Youth Show on our YouTube 

channel. 

Anurag Sharma is a trustee and research scholar in charge of the Hindi translation of several 

of Rajiv’s books. He is also authoring a couple of papers for our next book project, 

overseeing content in new formats that we are exploring and is part of the team overseeing 

content migration to our new website. 

Sejuti Banerjea is a research scholar and also puts together the newsletter. 

Rakesh Mehrotra is a trustee facilitating collaborations and expanding our reach. 

Subhodeep Mukhopadhyay is Deputy CEO and a trustee at IFI. He is the editor of one of our 

upcoming books and also in charge of our regional language translation project (non-Hindi).   

Shalini P.V. is Managing Trustee of IFI and currently operating as CEO of the institution, 

supervising ongoing projects. 

Biswajit Malakar is Director of Multimedia, Metaverse (VR) & IT Director for the Foundation 

in NJ. He is our social media expert in charge of releasing content and for the creation of 

new content (audio books, Kindle, etc.). He is also in charge of managing and maintaining 

our data.  

R Buvaneswari has been our head of Administration since 2018. 

Ujwwala Amrapourkar is a consultant operating in an administrative capacity. 

Rajiv Malhotra is our founder, mentor and guide.  
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Contd. from Pg 1 

Our goal has been to preserve the knowledge of our ancestors for future generations. This 

year, infinity Foundation is completing its 30th year of operations. Did you know that Infinity 

Foundation was on the ground in India when the Tsunami happened in 2005? And did you 

know that Infinity Foundation has funded and championed the work to bring back the lost 

knowledge of Nalanda to India?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robert Thurman, the head of Tibet House, and former chair of religious studies in Columbia 

University, a very dear friend of mine, brought to my attention that this should be translated 

back to English so that the whole world can share in the knowledge that India had at that 

time, which was both the foundation of Hinduism and Buddhism. So he brought to me this 

project. It is a unique project, and in the first few volumes, it includes the following as an 

acknowledgement of our work: 

We wish to express our deep gratitude to Mr. Rajiv Malhotra, founder and CEO of the Infinity Foundation, 

who provided some of the funds for the production of this book and the initiation of this series.  The 

Scientific Treatises (sastra) of the Indian Buddhist universities, many preserved only in the Tibetan 

translation canon, tend not to be the most exciting best-selling of books.  It is difficult to find sponsors for 

their publication.  The Tibetans who appreciate them tend to be impoverished refugees, spending their time 

and effort trying to learn the teachings in Tibetan, and thereby keep alive their traditions of scholarship and 

practice.  Indian scholars and philanthropists tend not to take interest in the ancient Indian Buddhist works, 

since the Buddhist institutions were long ago driven out from India into Tibet, and contemporary Indians 

identify with the literatures of Hinduism, considered rather different from Buddhism. But Rajiv Malhotra 

proved an exception to these general tendencies and realized right away that the works contained in the 

Tibetan Tanjur are an immense jewel mine of Indian intellectual and spiritual traditions.  So he generously 

provided funding to bring out the first of these works.  For this vision and generosity, I and future 

generations of scholars and practitioners, will always be deeply grateful. 

We invite you to join us in spreading our knowledge, accumulated over the last 30 years. 

This will help us continue working for the next 30 years. We need your help to spread the 

word, share our videos, donate to our cause, and support the Infinity Foundation, which is 

really an investment in the future of your dharma. I wish you a happy 2024 and I look 

forward to creating many more milestones during the year. Video. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HyzWSTdrbE
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Shubh Deepavali ! Infinity Foundation celebrates its 30th anniversary | Diwali 2023 

 

Happy Diwali to everyone. During this auspicious season, let us remember our dharma, our 

heritage, our sanskriti, our rashtra. Let us remember to be grateful to these. This year, 

Infinity Foundation has leapfrogged in its impact on the discourses about dharma, Indian 

philosophy and civilization.  

Just as Deepavali is the festival of lights and illuminates the world, we have produced game-

changing works to illuminate the minds of people for generations to come. We successfully 

launched our critically acclaimed book, Snakes in the Ganga with endorsements from the 

likes of Peter Boghossian, Harvard professor Francis Clooney, and many more eminent 

scholars. It has also created waves in the influencer community. Our book, Varna Jati Caste 

is today’s pioneering work in responding to the misconceptions on Indian society. The book, 

The Battle for IITs illuminates the troubles brewing through our IITs. They are known for 

creating leaders in technology and management. But are IITs going to be destroyed by 

Wokeism’s manufactured rage against meritocracy. Read the book to find out. The Power of 

Future Machines, essays on AI, is a critically acclaimed creation of essays by military experts, 

academic scholars, scientists and other top experts. All of our books are available in both 

physical and digital editions on our website through retailers and on Kindle.  

The battle for the future of dharma is in your hands. You must help us light the way forward 

for the next generation to come. Let us together create more Intellectual Kshatriyas for the 

fight for the betterment of humanity around the world. Please join Infinity Foundation by 

donating and continuing the momentum we have built both qualitatively and quantitatively 

in so many directions. Video. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4UfBd93VOM
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Our Performance 
This section provides a brief overview of our recent performance. In the first chart below, 

we present the cumulative performance of our YouTube channel over the past year. As is 

evident, we have materially grown our views, watch time and total subscriptions during this 

period.  

 

In the second chart, we present the cumulative reach of our Facebook page during 2023.  

Our performance on Facebook has been almost as good on all key metrics, as we expanded 

our reach, increased traffic to our page and garnered an ever-growing number of likes and 

follows. 
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The third chart shows our cumulative performance on Instagram. Here too, our content 

appears to be receiving continued traction, with expanding reach, swelling traffic and the 

resultant increase in likes and follows. 

 

In general, subscriber/follower views/reach tend to be more stable than others. Views 

overall can be unusually high at times because of celebrity involvement and hot topics. 

Therefore, cumulative numbers are more meaningful. 
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Our Content 

We launched a number of books in 2023, 

including The Battle for IITs, Varna Jati 

Caste, Artificial Intelligence & the Future 

of Power and The Power of Future 

Machines (a compilation of essays). Along 

with these, Snakes in the Ganga continued 

to feature in discussions by Rajiv Malhotra 

and Vijaya Viswanathan on their lecture 

tours. They continued to engage with 

interested people in government, 

educational institutions and elsewhere. 

Some of these videos are summarized 

below: 

At Educational Institutions 

Rajiv Malhotra and Vijaya Viswanathan 

have been traveling across the country. 

Some of their most well-attended lectures 

were at educational institutions:  

What Happens When Management is 

Woke? 

 

At Pragna Bharati, Rajiv Malhotra and 

Vijaya Viswanathan said that while 

adopting western strategies, end-to-end 

thinking, technology, etc benefit Indians, 

the wholesale transfer of western thought 

and standards does not. For example, ESG 

compliance has become mandatory to 

receive foreign funding. But these 

standards do not incorporate native 

American, African or Indian values, which 

have approached the issue differently.  

Similarly, the ‘social’ component of ESG 

includes DEI, but doesn’t incorporate 

Indian principles that have produced the 

most diverse society in the world. 

Notwithstanding the lack of diversity at 

the root of the ESG/DEI system (controlled 

by foreigners in a distant land) and the 

fact that western religions have been 

responsible for killing diversity in western 

society, Indian entities are being arm-

twisted into compliance. The ‘cure’ they 

are forced to adopt is for a malady that 

plagues western society, not India. Their 

replacing equality with equity is also 

problematic.  

The pushback from the American right 

involves questioning the fiduciary 

responsibility of management, the 

construction of a parallel economy and 

RDEI, the ‘R’ standing for ‘Religious’, 

potentially bringing Christian proselytizing 

into corporate boardrooms.  

The West accuses China of controlling its 

citizens through its social credit system, 

but they’re doing the same thing with 

these indexes. The UN, UNESCO and WHO 

have fallen to Wokeism, so it’s up to 

today’s youth to put up a tough fight and 

not allow any compromise of our values. 

Video. 

Why do we call it Hinduphobia? Q&A 

Rajiv Malhotra and Vijaya Viswanathan 

answered questions on a range of topics. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSktfmDIb9s
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They explained that Hinduphobia helps us 

to piggyback off the currency that the 

word Islamophobia already has. Also, the 

current usage comes from the sense that 

a person’s phobia about the religion is 

manifested as anger or hatred towards it 

and coinage and usage of words are more 

important than what the literal meaning 

may be. Besides, monotheistic religions 

do fear polytheistic religions because they 

appear to undermine their faith. 

 

Hindu smritis don’t distinguish between 

LGBTs and others, as personal sexuality is 

beyond the scope of the raja. But when 

the LGBT becomes a political movement 

and joins the ’oppressed’ equation of 

Marxism, it becomes harmful for society. 

We must be better informed before 

taking on the mantle of activist. And 

serving society, worshipping your ishta 

devata, maintaining family rituals of 

generations are necessary to keep the 

culture alive. In the name of secularism, 

Nehruvian socialism got rid of the practice 

of educating us in our own traditions. But 

anti-majorityism is not considered 

secularism in the west, where the word 

was born.  

 

DEI and ESG should concern every Indian 

because the measuring yardsticks and 

control are exerted by outsiders inimical 

to India’s interests. Similar things rooted 

in our own tradition would be possible if 

corporates, gurus, the culture ministry 

and others with deep pockets step in. 

Video. 

Q&A Continued: Is the English Language 

a Social Barrier? 

 

Pragna Bharati students questioned the 

speakers on bringing back patriotism into 

academics and Indian society.   

Vijaya Viswanathan talked about the role 

of reading and educating in the mother 

tongue and including with the use of 

technology. Subramaniam Swamy 

mentioned the role of Indian dress. Rajiv 

Malhotra said that there should be 

reservation at all corporates for people 

who get educated in Indian languages. 

That will end the caste system based on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5CIqdiqlbg
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the English language. He also said that the 

government was not living up to its role in 

the nationalization of academic research. 

The ICSSR for example, which sits on huge 

resources, will not do a critique of 

western social sciences from an Indic 

perspective. He also talked about the 

origins of Wokeism and the way it is 

spreading in India through CJI 

Chandrachud, through universities like 

Ashoka and through entrepreneurs like 

Omidyar. Video. 

How India is Importing Social Collapse! 

 

At Pragna Bharati, Vijaya Viswanathan  

and Subramanian Swamy discussed the 

repercussions of importing Western social 

experiments to India. She highlighted 

concerns about meritocracy taking a back 

seat to social activism at higher education 

institutes in America. In India, the quota 

system is highly politicized, replacing true 

upliftment of marginalized people, which 

is why the situation is not changing and 

quota systems have to be perpetuated 

not only in higher education but also at 

the workplace. Therefore, even as caste 

gets increasingly weaponized to attack 

India, these same people are unable to 

explain what made India such a diverse 

society. Video. 

Wokiesm & Harvard's Data Mining in 

India 

 

Wokeism is the latest iteration of 

Marxism, which was merely a theory of 

economics. Subsequent Marxists 

transformed the theory to understand 

social constructs, and in the US, they 

applied it to race. This may be applicable 

to the US, where racism is a problem. But 

the subsequent mapping of Blacks to 

Dalits and Whites to Brahmins, ignoring 

our separate experience of our unique 

history, is both incorrect and needlessly 

interventionist. Since Indians have a deep 

inferiority complex that leads them to 

seek legitimization by the west, they 

willingly lap up everything that comes out 

of it. Even our billionaires are funding 

these breaking India forces at American 

ivy leagues, thereby facilitating the 

recolonization of India.  

Today, we may be fighting a battle of left 

versus right, but in the not-too-distant 

future, both sides will be controlled by 

algorithms prepared and controlled by the 

West. The Indian government, through its 

liberal arts education policy in the NEP, 

through foreign advisors like McKinsey, 

PWC and others, through its leaning on an 

institution like Harvard, which is 

datamining extensively in India, along 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHty84PgezQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHOdjK0WGps
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with Indian corporations which are 

importing standards like DEI and ESG from 

the West, is helping the recolonization of 

India. At this rate, Vishwaguru will remain 

a dream and Vishwachela will remain the 

reality. Video. 

Attack on IIT's: Alumni’s Course-Correct 

with Rajiv Malhotra 

 

In this encouraging session with alumni, 

students and teachers of IIT Kharagpur, 

Rajiv Malhotra fleshes out the importance 

of doing a purva paksha of western 

academic theoreticians, the importance of 

deeply understanding the implications of 

everything pointed out in the two books 

Snakes in the Ganga and The Battle for 

IITs, especially regarding ESG and DEI 

(itself embedded in ESG).  

The IITians lack understanding of the 

Kurukshetra despite several well-meaning 

initiatives from them, likely because of 

limited engagement on the ground. They 

do appear to be short on time, as they are 

up against opponents that are well-

funded and well-organized, that have 

already made deep inroads in Indian 

institutions, that have compromised 

important people through their children’s 

alliances with foreign institutions, that 

have garnered financing and support from 

our own billionaires, and that have 

acquired expertise in making the most of 

our own inferiority complexes, it is quite 

an uphill task. 

The discussants agree to collaborate so 

the spate of attacks on IITs can be 

arrested. Video. 

Media Interaction 

Rajiv Malhotra and Vijaya Viswanathan 

also met the press at Pragna Bharati.  

Media Interaction in Hyderabad 

 

Rajiv Malhotra and Vijaya Viswanathan 

addressed a range of questions from the 

media. Most of the discussion was around 

the topic of youth education, which is 

increasingly influenced by the algorithmic 

control of social media and indoctrination 

at educational institutions that do not 

teach a curriculum rooted in our ethos. 

Even the new laws of the land, such as 

NEP, pander to western social sciences, 

which will deskill our young minds and 

increase their colonized mindset. 

Therefore, conflict and confrontation may 

be expected to increase, engineered by 

people that control the algorithms. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEF5dvOhevw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2OB81SFU4g
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The falling intellectual standard also pulls 

down the leadership because so much 

energy is spent on winning elections 

rather than good governance by experts. 

In fact, historically, it is seen that 

democracy flourished only in societies 

with very few, less diverse and highly 

educated people who could actually 

understand the issues facing the country. 

We have assumed that it is the best 

system for India. They also talked about 

the new US ambassador to India. Video. 

Taking Down Intellectual Fraudsters: 

Ten Heads of Ravana 
At the Swadeshi Indology Conference, 

2023 held in New Delhi, young scholars 

nurtured by Rajiv Malhotra took on 

intellectual heavyweights, both Indian and 

western. It was a very scholarly counter by 

the scholars, focusing on their intellectual 

output and totally devoid of any ad 

hominem attacks.  

Unveiling Modern Asuras on Navratri & 

Dussehra | Divya Reddy 

 

Intellectual Kshatriya Divya Reddy is 

ushering in Navratri and Dussehra with a 

special celebration. On this auspicious 

occasion, she enlightens us about how our 

intellectual Kshatriyas have identified 

modern Ravanas and Mahishasuras. Divya 

Reddy, along with her peers, has penned a 

milestone book titled 'Ten Heads of 

Ravana,' where they vividly outline and 

explain strategies to combat adharma. 

Video. 

'Ten Heads of Ravana' exposes Michael 

Witzel, Romila Thapar 

Anurag Sharma discussed Romila Thapar’s 

positions on the role and religious 

motivations of foreign invaders, especially 

with respect to the attacks on Somnath 

temple. He explained how the terms Vedic 

Brahmanism (evil, Sanskrit propagating, 

ritualistic) and Puranic Hinduism (an 

invention of the Gupta period through 

merging with indigenous culture) were 

coined by her to create tensions within 

Hinduism that didn’t in fact exist. Even the 

devas weren’t spared: Shiva, Vishnu, 

Rama and Krishna were said to have 

emerged at various points of time to serve 

political purposes, while the Ramayana 

was said to have been copied from 

Buddhist Jataka. Her position on Bhakti 

being inspired by Buddhism and Jainism 

was particularly interesting because the 

concepts of jeevatma and paramatma, the 

basis of bhakti, are absent in these 

traditions. Using textual, archeological, 

numismatic and epigraphical evidence, as 

well as art to debunk many of the claims, 

Sharma made a compelling case as to why 

Thapar’s work is unreliable and cannot be 

assumed as the mainstream narrative if 

we wish to return to scientific, objective 

and fact-based representations of history. 

 

Michael Witzel’s work was analyzed by 

Manogna Sastry. She mainly focused on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cfoJtwXAHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQjwsjVBGS8
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his position on the Aryan 

Invasion/Migration theory, pointing out 

factual errors, mistranslations, evidence 

concoction, preference for evidence by 

foreigners even if it is of poorer quality, as 

well as his farcical explanations when 

confronted with hydrological, geological, 

morphological and linguistic evidence to 

the contrary. Another disturbing feature 

of his work that is common with other 

Marxist historians like Romila Thapar, is 

his scrambling of chronology to suit the 

narrative. She also touches on his 

motivations: If Bharatiya ancestry can be 

traced to foreigners, the ground is laid for 

later invaders to form part of the 

Bharatiya identity. Also, India’s claim to 

Sanskrit and the Rig Veda as its cultural 

heritage can be questioned. This could be 

why he considered it necessary to lead 

150 individuals, mostly scholars to oppose 

amendments to Grade VI history books 

taught in California Public Schools that 

sought to remove inaccuracies and 

denigration of Hindu symbols and deities. 

Sastry also recommended studying the 

racist overtones of his work. Video. 

Ten Heads of Ravana' Exposes Marxist 

Scholar Irfan Habib 

 

Manogna Sastry discussed Marxist scholar 

Irfan Habib, who has consistently opposed 

the evidence of archeological excavations 

that prove the existence of Ram Mandir 

under the Babri Masjid. While espousing 

objectivity in academics, he even served 

as witness for the Sunni Wakf Board in the 

case. Sastry also touched on Habib’s 

dependence on the disproved Aryan 

Invasion Theory, his preference for foreign 

sources of evidence, his attribution of 

Indus Valley art to foreigners, and other 

issues.  She described his significant 

contributions to the disfiguring of Indian 

history and his role in creating a 

hegemony in academic institutions that 

perpetuate divisive and false historical 

accounts. Video. 

'Ten Heads of Ravana' Exposes Kancha 

Ilaiah 

Sharda Narayanan and Subhodeep 

Mukhopadhyay discussed Kancha Ilaiah 

Shepherd’s work, especially with respect 

to his two books Why I am not a Hindu 

and Post-Hindu India. 

 

They talked about how Illaiah’s work is 

highly suspect because of the low sample 

size, the lack of evidence, prejudiced 

outlook and call to violence. This is 

perhaps why he has nothing constructive 

to offer to the Bahujan community except 

a hatred of Brahmins because of them 

being obstacles in the rapid 

Christianization of India. This despite the 

fact that there is a lot of casteism among 

Indian Christians today, whereas the 

Hindu community, despite its 

shortcomings, has reformed itself multiple 

times in history and has the ingredients to 

do it again.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6lnNZW6tf8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ieS0uJOI8io
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What comes through clearly in his work is 

his deep hatred of Hinduism and partiality 

towards Christianity, which unfortunately 

colors his scholarship. He even finds a way 

for Christianity to stake claim to the Indus 

Valley Civilization! The lack of academic 

rigor is disturbing considering how often 

he is cited. Video. 

Audrey Truschke Exposed by 'Ten Heads 

of Ravana' 

Subhodeep Mukhopadhyay and Manogna 

Sastry discussed Audrey Truschke's work. 

Mukhopadhyay disputed with evidence 

Truschke’s positions on Hinduism and 

Hindutva, the whitewashing of the large-

scale temple destruction by Aurangzeb, 

and her interpretation of the Hindu 

victims as the perpetrators of social evils 

then and now. 

 

Sastry focused on her article on the 

Ayodhya judgement, as well as other 

articles that call into question Truschke’s 

integrity and proficiency in Sanskrit, and 

display her prejudice, and her penchant 

for playing the victim card. Video. 

'Ten Heads of Ravana' Exposes Wendy 

Doniger | Dr. H.R. Meera 

Dr. H.R. Meera, through a meta-analysis 

of Wendy Doniger’s methods and 

frameworks of study, with particular 

reference to her book Against Dharma, 

showed how Doniger’s understanding of 

basic Hindu concepts is marred by 

mistranslations, decontextualization, and 

misinterpretations.  

 

Through subaltern and Freudian 

frameworks and ever in search of ‘hidden 

transcripts’, the lens she applies allows 

her to denigrate the subject matter of her 

study. Therefore, like many other 

Indologists, her biased narrative 

scrambles the chronology of important 

texts of the Sanskrit canon, while 

highlighting her derision for Indian 

thinkers such as Manu, Kauṭalya and 

Vātsyāyana.  

The book pits Manusmriti, Arthashastra 

and Kamasutra against each other as 

dharmic and adharmic forces. But Meera 

showed how her reductive definition of 

dharma and positioning of the 

Arthashastra and Kamasutra as subaltern 

texts in conflict with and opposed to 

Manusmriti are problematic. Moreover, 

the comparison is misleading and 

inappropriate, as one is generic while 

others are specialized. The way the three 

works are mapped to the three 

purusharthas is also troublesome.  

Doniger’s influence in the academia and 

on the general public is considerable 

despite the arbitrariness of her 

methodology. Therefore, the only way 

forward is through Jnana (knowledge of 

what is going on)->Icchha (desire to rebut 

academically what is being produced 

academically)->Kriya (translate to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbOZni5ftIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_Asa8J0NVc
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effective action by trained insiders to set 

the narrative right). Video. 

'Ten Heads of Ravana' Exposes 

Ramachandra Guha 

 

T.N. Sudarshan discussed the paper on 

Ramachandra Guha that he co-authored 

with Divya Reddy. Describing Guha as a 

fiberal (a liberal given to fibbing) and 

distorian (one who distorts history), 

Sudarshan went on to explain how Guha is 

a prolific writer on a very wide range of 

issues, always using the Western lens and 

categories to lecture modern India and 

deconstruct its history.  

For all his vitriolic hatred of 

Hinduism/Hindutva and the notion of a 

civilizational state, one would be hard-

pressed to find in his work any evidence 

of knowledge of Sanskrit or traditional 

systems. On the other hand, he seems to 

be doing a good job of holding the gun on 

Gandhi’s shoulders to advance theories 

that shoot down Hindus and Indians. 

Wherever possible, he also uses Nehru to 

indirectly attack Brahmins. His brand of 

politically motivated intellectualism that 

puts down India and its aspiration to be a 

superpower, while also messing with the 

formation of our collective identity would 

be highly demoralizing and poisonous for 

our youth. And yet he is widely read and 

extensively used to train generative AI 

models like Chat GPT.  

Traditionally, the usefulness of scholarship 

is analyzed on the questions of whether it 

is dharmic, inspires dharmic action in the 

reader, or identifies adharma for the 

nation. Guha’s scholarship falls short on 

all these counts. The threads of 

subalternism, colonialism, Marxism and 

blatant hatred for Hindutva seen in 

Guha’s work was thus unpacked. Video. 

Geopolitics & Social Engineering: 

Snakes in the Ganga 

Wokeism’s Impact on Indians Worldwide 

 

At this meeting in Mumbai, Rajiv Malhotra 

and Vijaya Viswanathan talked about 

some of the nasty surprises uncovered in 

their pathbreaking book Snakes in the 

Ganga. While Marxism is not generally 

associated with capitalist countries, the 

latest iterations of this theory have in fact 

been developed in American universities.  

Indians like Ajantha Subramanian, Suraj 

Yengde and Thenmozhi Soundararajan 

through their headquarters at Harvard, 

are lead actors in this charade. US 

Universities and municipalities are 

beginning to apply racism laws to Indian 

caste and lawsuits are being filed against 

companies employing Indians, who have 

become an easy target by anyone 

harboring jealousy or hatred of them 

because of their success.  

In India, the effect of these false theories 

is coming through poor policy making, like 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9eLeQv2B2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhje6VmH3Ts
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NEP (NITI Ayog infiltrated by American 

advisory firms), the judiciary (Justice 

Chandrachud openly quotes them), 

through the corporate sector (reflected in 

DEI departments) with foreign firms 

imposing these ideologies in their Indian 

branches, on clients and through impact 

investing. 

They also discussed the re-writing of 

American history (1619 project) funded by 

Pulitzer Center (with close ties to Harvard) 

and a similarly funded project in India 

(peoples archive of rural india - PARI). We 

learn that Ashoka University, also an 

NCERT advisor, is peddling western 

gender ideology that directly attacks 

childhood innocence. Video. 

China’s Grand Strategy in India: Q & A 

 

At this Q&A session in Mumbai, Rajiv 

Malhotra and Vijaya Viswanathan 

answered questions on a range of issues 

from the role of billionaires in the transfer 

of Wokeism to India to the role of China in 

China studies and data mining in India, 

and the response from the Indian 

government.  

They said that Indian billionaires are at 

the center of this foreign influence in 

India, that while they are personally 

perfect gentlemen, their support to 

Wokeism is suspect. They are also hard to 

tackle because they’re funding most 

political parties. So the number one 

initiative that Mumbaikers should take is 

to create public opinion and pressure on 

them to withdraw their funding, or act on 

the basis of civilizational auditing of these 

institutions from independent entities 

such as Infinity Foundation.    

As regards China, they said that Snakes in 

the Ganga gives ample evidence of the 

way China was meddling in Indian affairs 

through western universities like Harvard 

and the Chinese organization called 

Harvard Yenching Institute. These 

institutions are accessing students and 

teachers from other universities through 

Ashoka University’s China studies 

department, which serves as a broker. 

Therefore, China studies in India directly 

undermines India while furthering Chinese 

government propaganda on China. The 

Chinese also use Piramal support for 

largescale data mining in India.   

The Indian government’s actions are slow, 

but responsive. For example, the book 

Breaking India, written 12 years ago, 

played a big role in FCRA restrictions. 

Video. 

Unveiling Snakes in the Ganga during 

Canadian Hindu Heritage Month 

 

Member of Parliament, Canada, Chandra 

Arya and author Rajiv Malhotra joined 

forces at the Hindu Heritage Centre in 

Ontario to unveil the book Snakes in the 

Ganga. Arya, who played an important 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg9aq4_VqqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ad8cdn3b21s
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role in establishing the true meaning of 

the Hindu Swastika to the Canadian 

parliament and the passage in parliament 

of the Hindu Heritage Month in Canada, 

also mentioned the UNESCO definition of 

intangible heritage, which can be 

leveraged by Hindus. He stressed the 

importance of educating Canadians about 

the contribution of Hindus to the country.  

Malhotra talked about the difficulty he 

faced in raising Hindu issues 30 years back 

and how persistent efforts have changed 

that over the years. He provided 

interesting information on important 

Hindu terms including Swastika, Rashtra, 

Rajya, etc. and his role in establishing 

swastika’s place at the Supreme Rabbi in 

Israel. He said that Hinduism began to fall 

when we stopped doing purvapaksha of 

the opponent, emphasizing the need for 

Hindu leaders to do purvapaksha of 

Wokeism, the leading siddhanta of the 

West today. Speaking on the book, he said 

that his investigation showed that a US ivy 

league has become the snakes’ nest, 

breeding Indian and other scholars and 

training them to spew their venom back in 

India. Video. 

Conversation with Ex-Muslim Yasmine 

Mohammad 

Why the Global Left & Islam Collaborate 

 

Yasmine Mohammed explained how she 

was born as an Egyptian Muslim to secular 

parents in Canada, but exposed to radical 

Islam when her mother remarried a 

Muslim cleric in the 1980s. Overnight, she 

was put in a hijab and alienated from her 

friends and normal childhood 

experiences. Later she was married off to 

an Al Qaeda operative. After a harrowing 

experience, she managed to escape from 

her husband in order to save herself and 

her daughter. She became an ex-Muslim 

after academically studying Islam and 

founded her organization called Free 

Hearts Free Minds. Since then, she has 

helped thousands of ex-Muslims around 

the world with counseling and 

community.  

 

They talked about the reasons for the 

left’s alignment with Islam despite their 

obvious incompatibility. A combination of 

factors, including white liberal guilt, the 

Arabs having bought off the American left 

with their petro dollars, the fear of 

ongoing Islamic terrorist activity, the fact 

that they make up a voting block in any 

country they infiltrate and their strategic 

use of the word Islamophobia have 

worked in favor of Islamists. Additionally, 

Islamist thinktanks had the foresight to 

send their own to live in western 

countries and push the Islamic agenda in 

academics, media, think tanks, 

government policies and so on. 

Islamists are cry bullies according to her, 

because they’re the ones doing the 

attacking and also the ones screaming 

victimhood. She also said that it is the 

history of Iran repeating itself 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFAYsWbeh8c
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everywhere. Iranian Islamists piggybacked 

on the left to gain power only to slaughter 

them thereafter. 1 2 

Other Videos 

• Race is a foreign construct for India: Talk 

at Thane 

• Who is destabilizing Indian unity? Q & A 

at Thane.  

• Harvard's Shamed by Jews | Lesson for 

Hindus ? | Israel-Palestine Conflict (Hindi) 

• Join the Online course on BEING 

DIFFERENT : Book Club Announcement 

• Rescuing Nalanda's famous library 

• Dharma in Africa : The Story of Hinduism 

in Africa 

Podcasts on Kurukshetra Channel 

• Race is a Foreign Construct for India: Talk 

at Thane 

• Who is Destabilizing Indian Unity? Q&A at 

Thane  

• Are IIT Leaders so Confused? 

• Wokeism’s Impact on Indians Worldwide 

• China’s Grand Strategy in India: Q&A 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes Michael 

Witzel, Romila Thapar 

• Unveiling Modern Asuras on Navratri & 

Dussehra 

• Harvard’s Shamed by Jews|Lesson for 

Hindus?| Israel-Palestine Conflict 

• Ex-Muslim Yasmine Mohammed Speaks 

Out 

• Why Global Left & Islam Collaborate, 

Discussion with Yasmine Mohammed 

• Media Interaction in Hyderabad 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes Kancha 

Ilaiah 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes the Work of 

Marxist Scholar Irfan Habib 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes 

Ramachandra Guha 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes Wendy 

Doniger 

• Ten Heads of Ravana Exposes Audrey 

Truschke 

• Wokeism & Harvard’s Data Mining in India 

|Rajiv Malhotra at Pragna Bharati 

• Join the Online Course on BEING 

DIFFERENT: Book Club Announcement 

• Rescuing Nalanda’s Famous Library 

• How India is Importing Social Collapse! 

• Is the English Language a Social Barrier? 

Answering Questions at Pragna Bharati 

• What Happens when Management is 

Woke? Rajiv Malhotra and Vijaya 

Viswanathan 

• Why Do We Call It Hinduphobia? 

• Dharma in Africa: The Story of Hinduism 

in Africa 

• Unveiling Snakes in the Ganga During 

Canada Hindu Heritage Month 

• 2024 Looking Forward & Our 

Achievements in 2023: News Years 

Greetings 

Projects supported by your donations 

1. Stipends for top scholars 

2. Book printing 

3. Research Assistants for new books 

4. Conferences with high impact 

5. Video production for the mainstream 

6. Translations/transcriptions of our 

articles & videos into Indian languages 

7. Hindi dubbing of videos 

8. General fund for institutional 

expenses. 

 

 

To donate, please visit: 

https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/ 

You may contact us in any one of the 

following ways: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0GJiMIMUMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYkCOnB8z2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EYanXks92o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EYanXks92o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzUS4Td8uVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzUS4Td8uVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxmshxD0meE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxmshxD0meE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCogjbGICu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCogjbGICu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lisKzMoe1ZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34DngLK1M5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34DngLK1M5o
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1uy5tndwgjFAVJAZmmVvGp
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1uy5tndwgjFAVJAZmmVvGp
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0j2gbX7wXNxyQ5ZxNZZ4tg?si=BCYLruePQ2alyMfbxjzLvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0j2gbX7wXNxyQ5ZxNZZ4tg?si=BCYLruePQ2alyMfbxjzLvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0j2gbX7wXNxyQ5ZxNZZ4tg?si=BCYLruePQ2alyMfbxjzLvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0j2gbX7wXNxyQ5ZxNZZ4tg?si=BCYLruePQ2alyMfbxjzLvQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1skfCoEGCkbJwBBBlGkCcX?si=g2gzYZC9S_W5m7t61SvoKA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0ZzefhSBD9jPSvQSMBPZhg?si=bwWm4zAZQ126WGp76ZayKA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/55DUTQiJcISGhaTSm2AXrK?si=9ROLmyXgT0mHaTzs7dhpzg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/33M1fqmvdnsFhna34iVtSn?si=kVMNiF-MSi6WOBLZNLAR1w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/33M1fqmvdnsFhna34iVtSn?si=kVMNiF-MSi6WOBLZNLAR1w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7H3PYCjamC39ElkvTXa5Yp?si=PZk0geviRnGrMr3eJ8UdIA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7H3PYCjamC39ElkvTXa5Yp?si=PZk0geviRnGrMr3eJ8UdIA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3pswUNXTQo8ytj1zwsyYrv?si=FEEnUZRTR3emLsc3e-AvzQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3pswUNXTQo8ytj1zwsyYrv?si=FEEnUZRTR3emLsc3e-AvzQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6P1vKUumpYzWShJLlQXPfa?si=7KHhTfzIRJWdNwkitYwotQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6P1vKUumpYzWShJLlQXPfa?si=7KHhTfzIRJWdNwkitYwotQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2lXwykUH5b7IkQCaox0Xry?si=8W_akMI0QEaLADxRNtaxdw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2lXwykUH5b7IkQCaox0Xry?si=8W_akMI0QEaLADxRNtaxdw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6bpPYyypsInA4rouVjq01D?si=T_ScGDntSFGBJgQMgMI_Pw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4Zl57qYQsbcNZ7OOqmISzc?si=D3Q9R9P2QUSuSLlRXzIqLQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4Zl57qYQsbcNZ7OOqmISzc?si=D3Q9R9P2QUSuSLlRXzIqLQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Br2FxfAfawMTWsPivzNhI?si=1fXv7BvZSOyxdd1GA84hNg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Br2FxfAfawMTWsPivzNhI?si=1fXv7BvZSOyxdd1GA84hNg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3WJOCU0FfrlNxAZLLzXpPp?si=9VK_CxYiQpqBg2zzdWYq8g
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3WJOCU0FfrlNxAZLLzXpPp?si=9VK_CxYiQpqBg2zzdWYq8g
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5W4L3SNT38TZGHLHVTbz2O?si=ezB8Qhy4SliLse8zHP876w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5W4L3SNT38TZGHLHVTbz2O?si=ezB8Qhy4SliLse8zHP876w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2YiQa2TANpIYRy8xo3ac53?si=KUSwloMJQhu02RoMlbrWNw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2YiQa2TANpIYRy8xo3ac53?si=KUSwloMJQhu02RoMlbrWNw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4uUYmIzgMdRV1q4zJXWcfA?si=kA7AJVtiTwO7bLF7ZgnMSQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4uUYmIzgMdRV1q4zJXWcfA?si=kA7AJVtiTwO7bLF7ZgnMSQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3dCGIaoDtO1qJFKAn5MKCi?si=gnNYVuOyTUGL8fQo4bmE2w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3dCGIaoDtO1qJFKAn5MKCi?si=gnNYVuOyTUGL8fQo4bmE2w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3OVwoulJm6JpePiR4EA5Ik?si=ejrB0CRpToe-DqczSJi3BA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/13DzYF3AHvtxIHixx87h6x?si=eOzQzuuCT62l-yLJRNrLEg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4zoiqTyqZe7VXsK6ewbmIh?si=SC9hympwRxiROkMsMb2Tew
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4zoiqTyqZe7VXsK6ewbmIh?si=SC9hympwRxiROkMsMb2Tew
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6nmSnqOn9P0jwvfjC263TQ?si=9mFvZ75NTnCc83q-ttyhPQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6nmSnqOn9P0jwvfjC263TQ?si=9mFvZ75NTnCc83q-ttyhPQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6nmSnqOn9P0jwvfjC263TQ?si=9mFvZ75NTnCc83q-ttyhPQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6CDaW0smwtkJrh6I9CplaE?si=j11QcLBtSCaRHm_UiltTQA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SPbu7CLPyt6oPC57JxsdH?si=-y7Hdj0nRWa5gQ7HkRY0rg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SPbu7CLPyt6oPC57JxsdH?si=-y7Hdj0nRWa5gQ7HkRY0rg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/20sQdVQdkPZMnUCE0iPuu5?si=7ELX3pWrQya90nCz01FrHA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/20sQdVQdkPZMnUCE0iPuu5?si=7ELX3pWrQya90nCz01FrHA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Fa5NzKmEA4P3jOpWsJ0Qi?si=ideYh9ZhRdCAvNqEHtdXUA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Fa5NzKmEA4P3jOpWsJ0Qi?si=ideYh9ZhRdCAvNqEHtdXUA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Fa5NzKmEA4P3jOpWsJ0Qi?si=ideYh9ZhRdCAvNqEHtdXUA
https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/
https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/
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Twitter: @infinitymessage 

Facebook: RajivMalhotra.Official 

Egroup: infinityfoundationsatsang 

Email: Infinty.Foundation.India@gmail.com 

Instagram: @InfinityFoundation.Official 

You will be among the first to know about 

new uploads, the completion of new 

regional language subtitles and stay 

connected with all the other important 

work that Infinity Foundation is doing! 

 

 

https://twitter.com/infinitymessage
https://www.facebook.com/RajivMalhotra.Official
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/infinityfoundationsatsang
mailto:Infinty.Foundation.India@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/infinityfoundation.official/

